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Wednesday 27th of May
Reward and Empathy (Chair: Patrizia
Chiesa, Martina Fusaro)
- 9.30-10.05 Bhismadev Chakrabarti
“Reward, mimicry, and autism”
-10.10-10.45 Janina Neufeld “Eyetracking
and fMRI studies on the rewarding nature of
mimicry”

-16.00-16.35 Loredana Canzano "Seeing
the little splinter in another's eye but not
seeing the beam in their own"
Break 16.35-17.00

From face perception to identity
(Chair: Adriano Acciarino)

Break 10.45-11.00

-17.00-17.30 Giusi Porciello “Face
perception and brain stimulation”

-11.00-11.35 Irene Trilla Gros “Reward
driven plasticity of the mirror system:
Evidence from an EEG study”

-17.30-18.00 Ilaria Bufalari “The self and
the brain”

-11.40-12.10 Valentina Nicolardi “How do
we feel what we don't know? A project
proposal with Congenital Insensitivity To
Pain patients”
Lunch 12.15 – 14.00

Complex emotions (Chair:

Thursday 28th of May
Neurocognitive bases of social
inter-actions (Chair: Ilaria Minio

Mariagrazia D’Ippolito)

Paluello, Gaetano Tieri)

-14.00-14.35 Giorgia Ponsi "The role of
affective priming in a social categorization
task: behavioral and autonomic data"

-13.00-13.35 Matteo Candidi "Joint actions
in brain damaged patients"

-14.40-15.15 Marco Tullio Liuzza
"Observing immoral actions: the role of
individual differences. An fMRI study"

Brain Coral – “The breaking of a
wave cannot explain the whole
sea.” Vlamidir Nabokov

-15.20-15.55 Michele Scandola
"Peripersonal space plasticity in spinal cord
injuries"

Behavioural effects of damage to
the central nervous system (Chair:
Daniela D’Imperio)

-13.40-14.10 Arianna Curioni "Learning to
predict: do motor interactions help us to
predict the other?"
Break 14.15-14.30
-14.35-15.05 Lucia Sacheli "Do shared
goals matter? Role of aIPS in joint action"
-15.05-15.35 Vanessa Era "Neural
underpinnings of human-human joint
actions"

Break 15.35-16.00

Erro ergo gnosco: phenomenology
and electrocortical correlates of
error detecting (Chair: Elia Valentini)
-16.00-16.35 Giuseppe Spinelli "Is error
monitoring a graded or an all-or-none
process? An EEG study in Immersive
Virtual Reality"
-16.40-17.10 Gabriele Fusco
“Modulating the Monitoring Error System
during the Flanker Conflict: a tACS study”
Key Discussants:
Salvatore M Aglioti, Beatrice de Gelder,
Franco Fabbro, Lucia Mannetti,
Valentina Moro.
Organization Committee:
Vanessa Era, Arianna Curioni, Paola
Trussardi.

